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COASTAL
PLEASURES

Carling cottagers Natalie and Sidney Sommer often have to remind themselves
they’re not on an island. But expansive Georgian Bay views from all main living
areas and bedrooms in their 3,200 sq. ft., two-storey cottage tend to sweep
them into that mindset.

Sidney and Natalie Sommer with children
Sébastien, 5 and Isabelle, 7, relax in
the kitchen of their new Georgian Bay
cottage. OPPOSITE: Afternoon sunlight
bathes the triangular-cubic form of this
unique lake house designed by architect
Michael Pettes.

They credit architect Michael Pettes for
optimizing the water views of this scenic fiveacre point with 2,000 feet of shoreline. Natalie
remembers standing on the property with
Pettes, indicating the primary view she wanted
to highlight in the design. Meanwhile, Sidney
was pointing in another direction, favouring
exposure to sunset vistas. The challenge for the
architect was satisfying both clients.
“Being out on a point you have amazing
views all around, so Pettes came up with this
triangular-cubic design that maximizes all

the great water views,” explains Natalie. “We
loved it from the beginning.” From daybreak
to sunset, the beauty of Georgian Bay offers
a natural backdrop for creating family
memories. And that’s important to the pair,
who both cottaged in the region as children:
Natalie on the French River and Sidney
in McKellar.
“Natalie’s family is in Sudbury, so this is a
nice central meeting point for the kids to see
their grandparents,” explains Sidney. “We
love spending summers up here, having a

place that everybody can call home, not just
us, but our extended family, siblings and their
children,” he says.
Their search for a cottage site culminated
when John Sallinen of Re/Max Parry
Sound-Muskoka Realty Ltd., Brokerage
introduced the couple to the property in 2012.
They knew they’d found a gem, a uniquely
situated spot where Dillon Cove’s rocky
landscape meets the beachfront shoreline
of Sand Bay. “We just fell in love with this
gorgeous property,” Sidney says.
Continued on page 38
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TOP LEFT: Polished concrete tops the
wooden wash stand in the powder room.
RIGHT: Custom-made bookshelves and
cabinets by Attainable Solutions line an entire
wall of the sunroom, just off the kitchen.
ABOVE: A wood-grained concrete wall lends
a solid, rustic look to the main entrance hall.
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Family friend and designer, Cindy Bleeks
of Feasby & Bleeks Design, began consulting
right from the planning stage. A recessed
buffet by Bloomsbury Fine Cabinetry built
into the large dining area was her idea. So
was the choice of bathroom tile installed by
Ability Tile. Bleeks suggested design tips for
warming up areas and for locating lighting
and furniture.
“Michael Pettes came up with the optimal
design for the property and layout,” says
Sidney. “And then builder Blayne Hutchins
from Attainable Solutions Inc. took it from
the plans and made it a reality.”
“We’ve had a wonderful experience with
Attainable,” Natalie says. “They and their crew
have been real gentlemen and got everything
done on schedule and on budget. They’re
very reliable.”
Blayne likes the unique design and
beautiful setting with the stone and
panoramic views. “Natalie was super
organized,” he recalls. If builders needed
decisions, Dwayne Hutchins, Attainable’s
project co-ordinator, would speak with her.
“She’d get them to us right away.”
Dwayne is impressed by how well the

design blends two contrasting styles. “It
comes across as very contemporary, but when
you get inside it actually feels more rustic
and cottagey,” he says. “I found it to be a good
balance of those two elements.”
Most building materials came from
Dorset Timber Mart and Rolston Home
Building Centre. “Bill Maki of Redneck
Concrete Pumping, Huntsville, did an
excellent job on several different occasions
pumping concrete, which all came from Parry
Sound Ready Mix Ltd.,” says Dwayne.
Wm. Konoval & Sons Construction Co.
Ltd. did the septic work and used rock left
from blasting a full basement to build the
driveway. While re-using this rock simply
made sense to the couple, other choices
intentionally respected and protected the
Georgian Bay environment.
The brick and concrete exterior was
chosen to merge nicely with the natural stone.
“We didn’t want to build a big cottage that
just stands out. So this blends in nicely with
a flat roof,” Sidney explains. “And we used
refurbished wood.” As well, high energy-rated
windows from Kolbe Gallery Windows &
Doors were installed. Continued on page 40

TOP: A high, wide window above the grey sectional
sofa radiates northern light in the living room where a
corner-hugging concrete fireplace warms the space.
LEFT: The long dining table made from reclaimed
wood comfortably serves 10 or more diners. ABOVE:
Bloomsbury Fine Cabinetry crafted the recessed
sideboard with wine cooler in the dining room.
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While Sidney wanted a modern exterior, with grey brick, concrete
accent walls and wooden balconies, he felt a modern interior tended
to be plain and cold. The solution – a style Natalie describes as modern
rustic – mixes a warm cottagey feel with an airy freshness. They opted
for pine board wall covering and had their builder source reclaimed
hemlock floors, wall barn boards and timbers from Nostalgic Wood Inc.
A hand-cut fireplace mantel from Rebarn.ca is among Sidney’s
favourite features, along with the sliding barn door in the basement. “I
never thought I’d own a barn door,” he notes. “We have a lot of these old
things with very new things and I think they complement each other
really well.”
The home’s airy freshness is derived from lighting, furnishings and
décor as well as the colour scheme. “I wanted soothing colours and on a
bright sunny day the blue of the water really looks magnificent,” Natalie
explains. “It’s just so peaceful here.”
While blasting the bedrock for a utility room, the couple figured
it was not that much more expensive to blast out the entire space to
create a full basement.
The basement games room – complete with foosball, ping-pong
and bubble hockey games – was Sidney’s project. To compensate for
a lack of windows, he was generous with his use of barn board on the
walls, including those in the wine cellar. The gym/indoor hockey area
has a mirror and a wallpaper forest mural while a wall in the children’s
playroom sports a world map. Continued on page 42

BARTLETT.
DISCOVER WHY
WE’RE CALLED TREE EXPERTS.

Energy Efficient Duette
Honeycomb Shades
from Hunter Douglas

We’re Bartlett Tree Experts and we’ve been exceeding our customers’
expectations for over 100 years. No matter the size or scope of your
tree and shrub needs, our experts bring a rare mix of local service,
global resources and innovative tree care practices that makes your
landscape thrive. Trees add value to our homes and our lives.
And Bartlett adds value to your trees.

Shading and Rain
Protection from
OLS Canada
For the life of your trees.
PRUNING FERTILIZATION PEST & DISEASE MANAGEMENT REMOVAL

CALL 877 BARTLETT 877.227.8538 OR VISIT BARTLETT.COM

Weather and Insect Control
At a Touch of a Button

LEFT: Penny Carrara marble complements the polished marble shower stall
and tub enclosure in the master en suite. BELOW LEFT: Green lamps and
an antiqued dresser enliven the guest room. BELOW: Bunk beds from The
Bunkhouse and a shiny two-drawer trunk cube from Restoration Hardware furnish
Sébastien’s bedroom.

“...on the cutting edge of ancient technology”

Manual and Motorized
Sunshades

Bold...Precise...Inspiring
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705-766-9783
www.porticotimberframes.com

www.windowquiltmuskoka.com
wqblinds@windowquiltmuskoka.com
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Bay Area Electrical

The cottage was well prepared for year-round comfort and
recreation by Sound Seals Insulation. Tech-Air Systems installed
the furnace.
Quality time at the cottage begins in the sunroom, sipping morning
coffee, playing with their children Isabelle and Sébastien, and maybe
tackling some puzzles together. By midday, sunlight streaming into the
kitchen coaxes family and friends to gather around a spacious island,
topped with a bistro-feel, matte-finish, antique Carrara marble from
Marble Trend Ltd., and a solid butcher block from Evertsen Brothers.
Later, a setting sun’s finale can be seen from the dining or living
room beside the double fireplace. In summer, guests and family watch,
sheltered from the wind, on the outdoor patio or in the hot tub.
A favourite hub of serenity is the large deck off the upstairs hallway.
Ipe wood was a low-maintenance choice. InvisiRail glass railings
preserve a seamless panorama.
“It’s gorgeous up there in the summer, you get a view over the island
in front and often we’ll go up there with a glass of wine and just watch
the sunset,” says Sidney. Their children also enjoy evenings overlooking
the cottage waterfront. “We go out on that balcony and read our books
before bed,” Natalie says. “The kids think it’s great!” OH
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Plumbing and Electrical
UV Water Filter Systems
for Home & Cottage

Come golf, dine, stay, enjoy
Join us for a unique northern golfing experience, The
Ridge, near Parry Sound. Hewn out of the Canadian
Shield it flows through rock, forest, and meadowland.
Dine on our lakeside patio or in our timber frame
clubhouse. Reminiscent of a Muskoka log cabin,
it features warm wood, cool stone and window
providing a glorious view of Manitouwabing Lake.

We look forward to welcoming you in person
at The Ridge!
160 The Inn Road, McKellar | Toll Free: 1.877.789.9578
info@ridgeatmanitou.com | ridgeatmanitou.com

LOCAL SOURCE GUIDE
Ability Tile • Attainable Solutions Inc. • Dorset Timber
Mart • Evertsen Brothers • Redneck Concrete Pumping
• Re/Max Parry Sound-Muskoka Realty Ltd. • Rolston
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COMPLETE NEW HOME Wiring & Plumbing
Telephone & Cable Wiring
SEASONAL
Radiant In-Floor Heating
RESIDENTS!
Service & Repair Work
We will winterize
Generator Systems
and summerize your
water systems.
Panel Upgrades

ALSO YOUR

Complete Bathroom
Renovation Centre
Why just take a bath
when you can enjoy
your own private spa

Visit our Showroom

Mon-Fri. 8am-5pm
Sat. 8.30am-4pm

89 Joseph St., Parry Sound

(705) 746-5877
Fax (705) 746-1469

Thinking of Building?
We have expanded in Ontario to serve you best.

Home Building Centre • Ron’s Electric • Room By Room
Painting and Wood Finishing • Parry Sound Ready Mix
• Sound Seals Insulation • Tech-Air Systems • Wm.
Konoval & Sons Construction Co. Ltd.

Serving Barrie • Bracebridge • Haliburton • Minden • Huntsville • Parry Sound • Sudbury – and all other locations across Ontario.

TOP RIGHT: Benjamin Moore’s Gray Mist on the pine wallboards paints a simple
monochromatic fluency throughout the two main floors. Oxford White trim
contrasts nicely with reclaimed hemlock floors. ABOVE: A glass door opens to
the wine cellar lined with rough-sawn barn boards. RIGHT: The basement gym is
wallpapered with a forest scene reflected in a sweeping wall mirror.
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Contact Us for Your
Free Consultation
With 47 years of experience, Linwood provides the
fastest, easiest, safest and most cost-effective way
to build a new custom home, cottage or cabin.

Proud Recipient of 20 National CHBA SAM Honours

linwoodhomes.com

1-888-546-9663

